SPARK SC PRESENTS:

1000 PITCHES

WHAT IS 1000 PITCHES?
A month-long campus wide pitch competition to foster entrepreneurial thought within communities of all backgrounds and interests.

One pitch = one entry for a raffle to win AirPods Pro, an iPad or Bose Audio Sunglasses.

The top 10 pitches will present in front of VCs for a chance to win seed money to grow their idea!

WHO CAN SUBMIT A PITCH?
Anyone at USC! We encourage pitches from all schools and backgrounds.

WHERE CAN I SUBMIT A PITCH?
You can submit on 1000pitches.sparksc.org or through the link in the @gosparksc Instagram bio.

WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING FOR IN A PITCH?
A pitch is any idea that you may have. It could solve a problem, make someone's life easier or simply be something you wish existed.

Have more questions? Email us at hello@sparksc.org
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